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Who is aMAYZing Kids and why did
they publish this guide and report?
For the past 6 years, aMAYZing Kids therapists
have helped families say goodbye to
hyperactivity, work with ADHD, poor focus,
and the issues that accompany it. The families
we help now have happier, stronger family
relationships and are able to participate in
family events with enthusiasm. Hearing their
appreciation and gratitude has inspired
aMAYZing Kids to publish this free report so
others may benefit from their knowledge,
without dependence on medication.
AMAYZing Kids is on the mission to End Hyperactivity.
“We believe that hyperactivity can be mislabeled, mistreated, and over
medicated. This decreases motivation and prevents a family to know how to complete
their pursuit of happiness. After being freed from the chains of not knowing how to
help, we see the true child and parent reawaken…and it’s glorious.”
Professional Info
The talented team of experienced specialists at aMAYZing Kids, can help children to be
able to pay attention, self- regulate, and learn. Our experienced and licensed
occupational, physical, speech therapists with ABA training who specialize in helping
children with their families, teachers, coaches, and caregivers. We are passionate about
helping children succeed in school, make friends and participate in all the same
activities as their siblings or classmates. The therapists at the clinic have been treating
and assessing children suffering from hyperactivity for over 25 years.
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In this special guide…
on saying goodbye to hyperactivity, we reveal secrets that most people are simply not
aware of.
Even though a lot of advice and tips float through social media regarding ADHD and
Hyperactivity, most of it addresses only the symptoms and not the true cause.
Many of us have personally had a child with hyperactivity and know how frustrating it
can be for the entire family.
The cold hard truth is that well-meaning doctors and other healthcare practitioners
may respond with medication as parents are eager to “fix” their child or say it is ok to
wait and that they will probably grow out of it …but they don’t understand how
important it is to catch this early.
This report reveals how to actually get to the root cause of hyperactivity, without
medication, if you put in the time to read the entire report…and apply it.
It really doesn’t take much time to apply the secrets and it’s completely free.
You’ll be shocked to see how fast you start seeing results and the impact it can have on
your entire family.
We have to be completely honest with you and say…
without knowing your child’s personal history and the details of your personal
experience, we cannot tell you which of these will work best for you. And there are no
guarantees that it will resolve your problem completely.
But what we do know, is that with this knowledge in your hands, you are on your way to
a brand-new outlook on life especially if you apply all, or most, of the secrets mentioned
in this report.
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How to help your child TODAY by
Claiming a FREE Exam With our
Hyperactivity/ADHD Experts
If you want to ensure maximum benefit from these “tips” and take a shortcut to finding
out which is best for you…AND learn the exact cause and makes changes that will last,
the free exam is the answer.
It’s hassle free.
No tedious paperwork. No referral from a doctor required. No insurance authorization
needed.
Absolutely no cost or obligation.
Think that’s too good to be true? It’s not, and this shows how serious we are about
offering this information to those who continue to struggle with the challenges of a
Hyperactive child.
That’s right. I know it may be hard to believe but it’s true. It’s that easy to get a start, get
your questions answered, and learn the solutions that are BEST FOR YOU.
It’s 100% FREE (and you can even tell a friend if you want to :)
It’s hassle free… No need to contact your insurance or doctor at all.
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Here’s how to make
contact with us:
To talk with a member of our team about your child.
Call the aMAYZing Kids clinic at:
(949)600-5437
or
veronica@amayzingkids.com

What others, just like you, have found MOST beneficial
about this free exam is that they were able to discover:
1.

The root cause of their issues

2.
The single biggest mistake they were making that was
ACTUALLY making things worse.
3.
One simple tip that eliminated their child’s teachers,
coaches, and grandparents complaints about their child’s behavior
4.
The top solutions that help to solve their uncertainty about
not knowing what to do for good so they can improve family time.
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Here are 7 secrets you might want
to start right away, before your free
exam:
1. Use visual schedules
Why? Quite simply, it’s the absolute best way to keep on task and see positive results of
getting work done. You will select the tasks that your child must do or needs to do
yourself, and then balance those with letting your child pick tasks that they want to add
into the schedule.

2. Teach your child yoga
Why? The warrior pose is an active position without movement. It is easy to learn, but
the active muscles used to hold and assume good posture help to build focus, body
awareness, and slow down an active mover. Child pose is a good calming technique.
Teaching how to be aware of breathing and counting in and out breaths is another good
way to teach your child to pause and have breaks when needed.

3. Provide appropriate sensorimotor input
Why? Quite simply, children need sensorimotor input through the vestibular, auditory,
visual, and tactile system. When too much or too little, or all it once, it can often feel
like a traffic jam inside of your child which can lead to negative behaviors.

4. Improve feeding and nutrition
Why? While your child may seem to be eating okay, children with lack of attention and
focus often have trouble sitting still for meal times. They may become picky eaters out
of avoidance of foods that take to long to eat or chew or often have sensitivities to
different textures. Without proper blood sugar regulation and nutrition your little one
will have a harder time controlling their energy levels
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5. Use common terms and the same
“language” for all
Why? When trying to teach new skills, reinforcement by repeated use of the same
directions, schedules, and buzz words and terms will really help. Providing teachers,
grandparents, babysitters, and coaches all with the same basic directions and words to
use and to have the same expectations will really help your child.

6. Identify weaknesses in the body
Why? It’s hard to sit up straight or stay at a desk when poor posture and lots of extra
range of motion in a child’s joints allow them to wiggle and move way more than
others. We combine multifunctional movements with the fun of martial arts to help give
your child balance, strength, and stability.

7. Work on the necessary life and social
skills
Why? Once your child has the skill set to help them stay focused, having multiple
opportunities to practice life skills with multiple people will make this skill permanent
and easily used. Social skills are important too. By having a team approach with
multiple specialists and available buddy groups and peers in our program, we will help
make this happen.
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Conclusion
See…it’s not your fault that you feel overwhelmed.
There are so many different parts, we are here to help guide you through
them all.
We want you to know…
•

it’s important to us that you help your child pursue their dreams so
they can become the person they were designed and meant to be

•

we can help remove the obstacles stopping you

•

you can trust us to be there for you and listen to your concerns

When this has been accomplished and your child’s health restored with new
positive life skills, it will be glorious, and you can thank us then.
But until then, start the things mentioned in this report and call us to
schedule your free exam.
We believe in you.
The Pediatric Specialists at aMAYZing Kids
(949) 600-5437
veronica@amayzingkids.com
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